
American Fidelity Product Summary 

Long Term Care Insurance 

Long Term Care Insurance helps protect your financial independence should you ever be faced with a debilitating 

accident or develop a degenerative condition (stoke, Parkinson’s Disease, etc.), a prolonged illness (cancer, lupus, etc.), 

or a cognitive disorder (Alzheimer’s). 

Hospital Indemnity Plan 

Hospital Indemnity Insurance helps provide financial protection when you incur a hospital confinement related expense. 

Your policy may pay benefits directly to you. You control how to use your benefit dollars. 

Critical Illness Plan 

The Critical Illness Plan will pay the benefit amount you choose for each critical illness that follows: heart attack, 

permanent damage due to a stroke, major organ failure, end stage renal failure, major burns, occupations HIV, or 

occupational Hepatitis B, C or D. 

Accident Only Insurance Plan 

This plan provides a benefit paid to you as a result of injuries received in an accident that occurs while coverage is in 

force.  

Cancer Insurance Basic, Enhanced and Enhanced Plus 

This policy provides wellness benefits to help with the costs of screenings for the early detection of some cancers as well 

as the financial aid you may need if diagnosed with cancer. The benefits are paid directly to you, so they can be used 

however you want. 

Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance 

This plan will pay a percentage of your principal sum if you suffer a loss of your life, hands, feet, hearing, sight, speech, 

or movement of limbs. You choose the principal amount for a flat rate. 

Life Insurance 

Both Term Life and Permanent Life insurance plans are available. They provide the following benefits: portable when 

you leave employment, payroll deduction, easy application, minimal health questions, no medical tests, guaranteed 

death benefit amounts, amounts to fit any budget and coverage available for employee up to $150,000 and spouse, 

children and grandchildren up to $75,000. 


